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Welcome
Welcome to the final edition of
the Media City newsletter for
the academic year 2021-22.
It is always an absolute pleasure
to stand back and reflect upon
the wonderful achievements
and experiences of our
students and each time I read
the newsletter it makes me proud to know that
what you are reading has been completely put
together by our fantastic students. There have
been many highlights this year and I know you will
take great pleasure reading about the wonderful
achievements of our students.

For example, this year we took 58
students on a Duke of Edinburgh
expedition, all of year 10 attended
a work place and have met with
college staff and employees to
learn about the world of work, our
year 11s have recently completed their GCSEs
and attended their prom, there have been trips to
Salford Quays, museums, theatres and sporting
events and our new year 7 students joined us for
two days of induction, all of which make me a very
proud Principal.
There is so much to celebrate, and I am already
excited for the September but until then, enjoy
your read and have a restful summer.
Best wishes,
Mr McEvoy

This year we have tried to ensure our students
have been able to access lots of different activities
now that we are beginning to live with COVID.
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We would like to offer massive
congratulations to Paaniz Afrang and Tiffany
Lyons Soares who both were recognised in
the OCL Community Awards.
Paaniz blew us away and is an incredibly
deserving winner of the Community Award;
she is a Hub volunteer, Deputy Mayor in
Salford, and a keen advocate for those
in need.
Congratulations as well to Tiffany who won the
Competence Award! Of over 200 students, Tiffany impressed
with her debating prowess and public speaking skills.
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John Murphy &
Bridget Phillipson
Visit

This term we welcomed Oasis
Community Learning CEO and
Labour MP Bridget Phillipson.
They were greeted by our Principal Students, Daniel
Gbolagun and Semira Teklit, both ambitious students who
are being supported to get the skills they’ll need to be ready
for work and for life.

LGBTQ Month
February is LGBTQ+ History month and this article is all about
what this community has been through, from being criminalised
to having a month celebrating them.
We’ll start in the 1500s with King Henry the VIII passing an act which
outlawed homosexuality and made it punishable by death. 200 years later
the death penalty was abolished, later replaced with a minimum 10 years of
imprisonment. It was finally decriminalised in 1967, but still treated as mental illness.
Let’s go over some important events:
• In 1951 before it was legalised was the first case sexual reassignment surgery with
Roberta Cowell who was born a man and later realised that
they weren’t male, but female.
• In 1967 homosexuality was
decriminalised.
• 1972 was the first London and
UK pride event with around 2000
attendees.
• It was 1978 when the first pride
flag was designed by Gilbert
Baker, an artist and gay rights
activist.
It is crucial that we have a month to
elevate and celebrate the LGBTQ+
community.
Luke Moorhead

Surprise
Cinema Trip
This term a group of our students enjoyed a

surprise Tuesday afternoon trip to Venue Cinemas,
in recognition of their positive attitudes and hard

work. Many thanks to Mr McGrattan for organising!

World
Book Day
Introduced to the UK by UNESCO on the 3rd of March
1997, World Book Day is an annual charity event to
celebrate books and authors and to encourage young
children to find pleasure in reading.
At Oasis, we celebrate by letting teachers dress up as
characters from their favourite book.
As well as this, we create competitions; this year’s
objective was to create a poem or rap about the qualities
of reading. The winner won a free book of their choice.
We also gave out £1 book tokens, sponsored by National
Book Tokens, to buy a free book from a local book store.
This was in addition to a Portuguese book lesson, a
library hunt, a Mad Hatter’s Tea Party, plenty of Golden
Tickets and reading in all subjects, all day.
We even had a student from 7.1 who has made a book
and a book review has already been made for it!
Well done to all the students and staff involved!
Mamede Djalo

Competition Winners
We would like to thank all students who submitted entries
into the World Book Day competition! We had so many
poems and raps submitted, some even recorded as audio
files for us to listen to. It was a delight.

Runner Up
Sena Sayim - For your moving poem which was recorded
as an audio file and read in both English and Turkish and
explored the innocence of children.

Winners
Ian Tahou, Alfa Djau, Inigo Fogarty Olmos and
Mamadu Jalo - For your Shakespearean rap about
Shakespeare’s Macbeth which was recorded to a backing
track and performed with great effort/thought! Well done.

World Book Day
Speech
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Thanks to Councillor Sharmina
August for presenting our Principal Students
with their certificates for supporting Holocaust
Memorial Day 2022.
Councillor August commented that it was
“Absolutely amazing to meet two such
wonderful young people and hear about the
work they did for Holocaust Memorial Day,
including teaching their following students
about the Holocaust. They’re a credit to
Salford”.

Ukraine

Crisis

There has been long-standing conflict between Ukraine and Russia,
as Ukraine was a former Soviet Union country.
The cause of this has made Russia launch a full out invasion of the country.
The impacts have caused over 2 million refugees to flee their homes and
family, as many civilians have taken up arms to defend their country.
The long build up has also caused other countries from NATO to take notice
as they have sent many sanctions, from bans to important things like the
World Cup.
Many people with wide influences, like footballers, have taken action to show
their support for Ukraine; this has swept for social media. Many people have
donated to refugees to support them through this hard time.
If you want to show your support, you can donate at www.concern.org.uk
Mamede Djalo

100 Years of the
On Monday 7th March, Oasis Academy
MediaCityUK welcomed a visit from
the BBC as part of the BBC’s centenary
celebrations, where they visited around
400 secondary schools across the UK,
reaching 400, 000 students.
In the session a carefully selected BBC
Ambassador shared their inspirational
journey with our students, inspiring them
through the power of storytelling.

Salford

Young Mayor
We are so proud of Paaniz Afrang, who this
year was elected Deputy Youth Mayor of
Salford.
She has wowed at several events in this year,
including the recent ROC event in which she
spoke about how she will find ways to the hear
youth voice and address issues facing young
people in our local community, in addition to
events such as the Youth Election count itself.

ing
Healthy EatWeek

We celebrated Healthy Eating Week in school this
term, focussing on cooking with healthy ingredients, increasing daily
intake of fruits and vegetables, and reducing food taste. The latter can be
done by freezing any leftovers, planning meals, and writing shopping lists.
Many thanks to the Food team for their efforts throughout the week,
including providing staff with fresh fruit and fibre-heavy snacks!
Find out more at
www.nutrition.org.uk/healthy-eating-week/
@NutritionOrgUK

Young
Reporters

This year, Oasis Academy MediaCityUK’s Journalism
Club has partnered with the BBC as part of BBC Young
Reporters, the BBC’s journalism and media project
supporting young people to develop content creation
skills, find out about careers in broadcasting and share
their own stories.

One of our top reporters even wrote an article for the
BBC’s competition, articulately shedding light on the
issue of body dysmorphia.
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Twi Tales

Twisted Tales is a creative project from Young
Writers that encourages students to flip the
narrative and write a piece of micro-fiction from
a villain’s perspective.
Here, we have included some of our students’
latest fantastic efforts!
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Power of
the World

My World Bo ok Day Poem
It’s not easy writing,
Books are hard to make.
First drafts are tiresome,
Fragile words simple to break.

And you might be surprised,
At what you will find.
A relaxing, cosy story,
A horror kept in mind.

Deep meanings complex,
Annotations till ink dries.
Applying logic to letters,
No wonder the reader cries.

Will it be fantasy YA,
A child’s adventure
A brutal murder
A romance pure.

Hard to understand,
Theory’s hurting your head.
Cutting fingers on edges,
Pain from words read.

Maybe you’ll love it
Maybe you’ll hate it
Maybe you’ll give up
Maybe you’ll commit

Is it worth it?
All the headaches?
Why read compelling characters
With plot filled with heartaches?

So try for yourself
To read a book
For your future
Or for a plot that’s like a hook.

Because it may not be fun,
To you it’s not entertaining.
All them long paragraphs,
Efficient in energy draining.

Amelie Williamson

But how can you expect,
If you can’t sit through a book
To become a lawyer or scientist,
If you words you overlook.
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I’m proud of who
I am,
My skin, my backg
round, my achiev
ements,
I’m proud of me.
Why do others no
t seem to be happy?
Even the people aro
und me?
I start to question
myself,
Why I do what I do
,
Why I behave the
way I behave,
Why people won’t
accept me.
You can try to cha
nge and act like tho
se around you,
But still, no accep
tance?
Why do I have to
change who I am
for others?
Am I not good eno
ugh?

Trying to hide,
Trying to stay quiet
so no one would
notice the difference
Words cut deep,
s between you and
them,
Deeper than you
think.
People choose to
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Infants don’t unders
tand anything abou
t society yet they
still understand mo
re than many.
Receiving looks left
and right,
It’s nothing out the
ordinary,
God made you diff
erent,
You’re nothing bu
t extraordinary.
I’m proud of who
I am.
And you should be
proud of who you
are.

Emy Faltas
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Good Night
Rebel Girls
This year, our Journalism Club stars have
been using the Good Night Rebel Girls series
to write profiles of Inspirational Women!

Mae C Jemison
Mae C Jemison was the first ever African
American female astronaut. From younger life
Mae was always interested in astronomy and
science.
Jemison was born October 17th, 1956,
Alabama, but when she was a child her family
decided to move to Chicago, Illinois for better
opportunities and to enable her to grow her mind
and to express her love for science.
At first, she wanted to become a biomedical
engineer. She then won a scholarship to
Stanford, the national achievement scholarship.
Not only did she enjoy science, but she also
loved to dance and loved to watch theatre
productions. When she was 14, she also
auditioned for Maria in her school’s production
of West Side Story. She later went on to create
a dance studio in her home creating and
producing shows of modern jazz and African
jazz.
When she left Stanford, she had gained a
Bachelor of Science degree in chemical
engineering 1977. She then gained her job at
NASA after many attempts of applying. She
finally got the job in 1987 and was chosen for
STS-47 on September 28th, 1989.
After her career at NASA, she then moved on
to talk and promote science and technology to
public and private groups as an active public
speaker. One of her most famous sayings are
“having been an astronaut gives me a platform.”
Interestingly, even though she was quite famous
for her work she still experienced racism. In
1996, she filed a complaint against a Texas
police officer for police brutality. In response he
arrested her, not only twisting her wrist, but also
forcing her to the ground.
Evie Baylis

Serena and
Venus Williams Rosa Parks
The William sisters are American tennis
players who have been playing since the age
of 7. They have been ranked no.1 at some
point of their lives and have achieved multiple
achievement in their careers.
Childhood
Serena Williams was born on September
26th, 1981, in Saginaw, Michigan, whereas
Venus Williams was born on June 17, 1980, in
Lynwood, California. They were home-schooled
and started tennis at the age of 4. They lived in
a dangerous neighbourhood where crime was
seen frequently. When their talent was spotted,
they were given the chance to move to Florida
so both sisters could attend the tennis academy
of Rick Macci.
Turning pro
They were soon playing in tournaments and
were turning pro in 1994 – 1995. They both went
head-to-head in the semi-finals where Venus
would come out as the winner and win the Gram
Slam single title for them. In the present day
have managed to win 30 Gram Slams (Venus
Williams 7 and Serena Williams 23) titles together
and win more in the Olympics.
Famous quotes
Venus Williams - “Some people say I have
attitude. Maybe I do. But I think that you have
to. You have to believe in yourself when no one
does. That makes you a winner right there.”

Rosa Parks; the woman who started the end
of segregation in America.
The Problem
During the time that Rosa was alive segregation
(the act of separating groups of people away
from others) was everywhere, but the specific
type of segregation that Rosa had to deal with
was that people of colour had to sit at the back
of the bus away from white people. If there was
no room for a white person, a person of colour
needed to give up their seat and give it to the
person. One day Rosa was sat down and the
conductor told her to get off so he could make
space for a white person; Rosa refused and
sadly she got arrested. After this happened, she
knew that she had to do something about it!
The Solution
After Rosa was released from prison, she
created a large group of people and they stood
at bus stops and refused to get on the bus.
Because of this the amount of money the bus
company made dramatically dropped and even
though Rosa had only made a small group of
people her actions inspired the whole city and
people all around were refusing to get on the
bus, so the money was dropping even faster!

Serena Williams - “I’ve grown most not from
victories but setbacks. If winning is God’s
reward, then losing is how he teaches us.”

So, there was only one thing to do, to end
segregation on busses! Sadly, all Rosa was able
to do was end segregation in busses, but all
around America various types of segregation
was still happening. But by Rosa doing that
one small thing she was able to inspire billions
and in the future lots of people would follow her
example, for example the famous civil rights
activist Martin Luther King Jr.

Mamede Djalo

Leonardo Souza

This term we celebrated International
Women’s Day across the academy.
Students in Product Design explored
the design of logos as a way of tackling
unconscious bias in the media. Quincy in Year
7 even took on the challenge of redesigning
the Foot Locker video to celebrate the day.
Well done, Quincy!

Love Where You Live
Love Where You Live is a presentation about loving yourself,
being active, and socialising etc.

Q&A

I have lived in Salford for one and half years and I love where I
live. I love the people that are respectful to each other, but I don’t
like that there are some dangerous people. I love my school in
Salford; it is very nice because all the people try to help one
another and are so kind. I love nature so much and in Salford
there are a lot of gardens and forests; this is so important for me
because nature makes us appreciate the earth.

The Love Where You Live tour was done to encourage people
to love where they live Some people were questioned about
how they felt about the presentation, and this is what they said.

In the presentation we watched, there was a video about
phones and social media, which showed us how everyone is
wasting their time on their phones and social media and that’s
why people can’t see each other and end up not caring other
people. The phones or too much time spent online make them a
monstrous person who can’t understand anything.

Why do you love Salford?
Azjargal: I love Salford because when I came here, I didn’t know
the language very well and on my first day of the school I was
very nervous but when it was break time everybody crowded
around my table.

Do you love where you live? Why?
Azjargal: Yes, and I am proud of it because the community and
people care about you.

What did you understand from the presentation?
Azjargal: You should love anyone even your enemies.
Which part was your favourite? Why?
Sena: The song was my favourite because it was fun. It was so
loud that my sister’s class could hear it.
Sena Sayim and Azjargal Usukhbayar
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Historical
This year, our Journalism Club
have been using their research
skills to profile important historical
events in Greater Manchester.

Alan Turing
Alan Turing
was a famous,
pioneering
English
mathematician
who had an 185
IQ. He exceeded
at Maths, while
his weaknesses
were English
and French.
A lot of his
classmates
didn’t like
him but he
had a good
friend called
Christopher
Morcom.
Christopher was Alan Turing’s first love, but during
this time homosexuals were treated poorly and if
you ever liked someone of the same gender you
would be put in jail, or the government would
force you to take a ‘’hormone medicine’’ which
‘’helps’’ you stop being homosexual.
At the age of 16, Turing cracked the Enigma code
(a German machine that communicates secret

Profiles

message to people without others reading about
it); the Germans clearly thought that no one would
ever crack it and even thought it was impossible
to know it unless you were some kind of genius,
which Alan Turing exactly was. Turing cracked
Enigma with the help of his co-workers, friends,
and his ‘fiancé’ whose name was Joan Clarke
Murray. He didn’t really like her as a lover, but she
was a good friend to him – he only got engaged
to her because Joan’s parents thought that at her
age women should be married. Joan knew that he
didn’t love her, and he just did it for her sake, so
she just played along anyway.
Other than Joan Clarke, the rest of the group likely
didn’t know until after World War II that Turing
was homosexual but even if he was the rest of the
group still liked him as a friend. Finally, England
won the war against Germany on 2nd September
1945 with the help of Alan and his group.
At the age of 39 Turing was arrested for having a
relationship with 19-year-old Arnold Murray and
he later admitted to “acts of gross indecency” at a
trial and underwent chemical castration. He later
committed suicide when he was 41 years old by
eating an apple laced with cyanide.
Alan Turing was one of the most important people
ever in history of Manchester.
Azjargal Usukhbayar

The First Public Library in England
The first public library in Manchester was established in Campfield on 5 September 1852. It was
the first public library to be established in England under the provisions of the Public Libraries
Act. It was moved to the old town hall on King Street in 1877, due to the Campfield
building being unsafe.
In 1926 a competition was held
for the city council to design the
extension of the town hall and a
central library. E. Vincent Harris was
chosen to design both buildings.
Architect Vincent Harris designed
the circular shape for the library,
which is reminiscent of the Pantheon
in Rome, inspired by libraries in
America.
At its opening there were 18,028
books purchased for £4156. The first
week was so busy that a police officer
was assigned to check the crowd
around the borrowing table. The first
librarian was Edward Edwards. It still
serves as a public library today.
Sena Sayim

Munich Air
Disaster
This air disaster, on 6 February 1958, left
23 dead out of 44 passengers on the plane
and 16 injured. The incident occurred after a
slush of ice on the runway, making the plane
unable to take off safely, resulting in the
plane crashing.
The plane consisted of Manchester United
youngsters (the best produced from United)
and manager, Sir Matt Busby, returning from a
European cup semi-final vs Red Star Belgrade.
After taking off on the Airspeed AS-57
Ambassador (nicknamed Lord Burghley), the
plane failed to take enough speed safely after
two attempts; taking a third attempt as James
Thain rejected the overnight stay in Munich,
fearing they would fall behind schedule. On
the third attempt, the aircraft hit a pile of slush,
sliding on the runway, ploughing though a
fence, resulting in a crash.
With the fear of an explosion, Captain Thain
started evacuating passengers, while Harry
Greg, who is celebrated as the hero of Munich
for his act of bravery, carried the survivors out
of the crash. As 21 people died at the site of the
crash, many were brought to the hospital and
died on the way.
Fortunately, even though injured for 2 months,
Sir Matt Busby survived the crash and rebuilt
a new team, with the help of Liverpool even
though they’re fierce rivals, with 5 loaned
players, which led United to win the European
Cup in 1968 with a new generation of babes.
Every year, we pay respect to the victims of
the disaster and make sure they will always be
remembered throughout the years, the players
part of the success of Manchester United as
the Busby babes.
Mamede Djalo

Book Reviews
Harry Potter and the Chamber Of Secrets
by JK Rowling

The main characters
#1. Harry Potter - The main character, a wizard raised by his
muggle (not magical) uncle and aunt.
#2. Hermione Granger - The top of her class (Gryffindor) and a
muggle born (someone that has both parents with no magic and
miraculously was born with magic) and is extremely smart.
#3. Ron Weasley - the unlucky best friend who Is a pure blood
(someone that has both parents as wizards) and is clumsy but
very loyal.
#4. Draco Malfoy - the bully of the school, Harry’s nemesis and
is a Slytherin. Has two friends that always back him up or beat
people up: Crab and Goyle.
#5. Ginny Weasley - Ron’s younger sister (and only sister), she
has started Hogwarts school of Witchcraft and Wizardry this year
and Is very shy around Harry
The plot
After Harry and Ron were late to platform 93/4 they had the not so
brilliant Idea of stealing Ron’s father’s flying car to catch up and
follow the train, but after they arrived they crashed into an ancient
tree on the Hogwarts campus called the Whomping Willow; as its
name suggests it is a live tree that hits any living thing that comes
near the tree.
After they arrived, they almost got expelled by their least favourite
teacher: Severus Snape. However, they didn’t get expelled but
lots of points were taken away from Gryffindor, making them last
in the house cup competition.
After these events school carried out as normal, until a writing on
the wall written in blood revealed:
“The Chamber of Secrets has been opened, enemies of the heir
beware”
With this note came the petrified body of a cat, more specifically,
the caretaker Mr Filch’s beloved cat called Miss Norris.
Also secretly Harry has been hiding that he can hear voices in the
walls saying “Kill………..KILL………BLOOD!” He has become
very worried and noticed that the spiders in the castle are acting
strange.

After a serious incident during a Quidditch match Harry is sent to
the hospital wing with absolutely no bones In his arm. During his
night there he over hears a few teachers whispering and saying
quietly “There has been another attack…. On a first year”, Harry
also heard Dumbledore (the head master of the school) gravely
saying “ this confirms our worst fears……. The chamber of
Secrets has been opened Indeed.” And… to know the rest please
read the book.
Rating
In my opinion, I give the book a 4 1/2 star rating because (solely
in my opinion) no book can be 100% perfect and you absolutely
love it with absolute no small criticism on a very small part of the
book, all books will have some sort of trouble.
But this book has achieved a high rank of 4 and 1/2 stars!
Meaning, it is very good and I recommend each and every one of
you to at least try to read the book or if you want a less detailed
version of the book, just watch the movie.
My favourite part of the book, is when the Weasley car forcefully
“throws” Harry and Ron out in to the Hogwarts campus and runs
in to the forbidden Forrest never to be seen again, Or is it? Read
the book or watch the movie to find out.
My favourite character is Hermione Granger, solely because she
is remarkably smart, and one day I would absolutely love to have
that amount of knowledge and always know important things at
the right time.
The main reason
why I love this
book is because
it has interactive
pages that actually
immerse you
in the story
and has visual
Information for
your memory to
be based upon
so when you
imagine Harry
Potter you can
think of that
illustration.
Leonard
Souza

Film
Recommendations

Azjargal
Beverly Hills Chihuahua

This is a magnificent, must watch movie with lots of paw-some adventurous.
Unbreakable friendships of little cute dogs.

Sherlock Holmes

You should watch Sherlock Holmes because it is full of mystery, Sherlock
Holmes and Doctor Watson are basically trying to solve another ambiguous
and enigmatic mystery which contains a lot of voodoo/black magic but it is
not scary; it is actually funny because Sherlock has a weird way of solving
mystery which conventional humans can’t see even if they tried!

Evie
Little Women

This film shows that woman can teach and write about literature with money
struggles, grief and during conflict.

Spiderman: Into the Spider Verse
This film shows that anyone can be a super hero.

Love Simon

Love Simon brings attention to LGBTQ+ community, as well as being in
secondary school and being in an online relationship.

Leonardo
Jurassic Park franchise

In my opinion, I would recommend all the Jurassic Park and World movies
because (especially the first one) they how how the arrogance of humanity
and pride and a desire for money can cause a catastrophic domino effect that
could lead to three “parks” and three “worlds”. All because of one arrogant
and money infested technological advancement.

Tra nsi t i o n

Our dedicated journalists have some words of wisdom
and experience for 2022’s Year 7 cohort!

Sena

Before I came to Oasis Academy MediaCity
I was scared that I could not answer any
questions; I was scared of being lonely
and I was scared if I couldn’t understand
anything.
I had my friends in this school so I didn’t worry
so much about making friends, but I was
scared about understanding the lessons or
the teachers because I couldn’t speak English
very well when I started this school. Now I
can speak English well and I can comprehend
everything.
When I started to this school the hardest
lesson was English for me because the book
that we were reading was Greek Myths so I
couldn’t comprehend some words, but I could
write or talk about it because the teacher, who
is a really polite teacher Miss McConn, was
helping me or helping to others to.
The best things were the helpful people and
the prizes. In English we read five books and
they were Greek Myths, Antigone, Beowulf,
Abrahamic Tales, and A Wrinkle in Time. Some
of them are enigmatic or ambiguous, some
of them are fantasy books but they are all so
extraordinary because I love them.
My best advice for you if you have a problem
don’t be scared to tell your problem to any
people because the teachers or any staff or
your friends are here to help you. Work hard to
be the best, do the best, but also listen to the
teachers while they speak.
Every teacher is kind and perfect, good luck.

Leonardo
Secondary School!

Starting secondary school might feel very
worrying when you sit down and think about
it, there are so many things that could go
wrong, e.g.
• Getting to school late and getting a
detention
• Not wearing your school uniform properly
• Bullying
What to expect at Oasis Academy
MediaCityUK...
In Oasis MediaCityUK, a school / family that
will encourage you in any possible way, we
care about your learning. We take every
subject and add a sprinkle of fun and joy
because we want you to leave not only your
lesson, but also secondary school being the
best version of you and to be a respectful and
responsible global citizen with potency and
an enlightened cognition. Although you might
be petrified you have absolutely nothing to be
worried about!

Azjargal

At first, when I started school I was really
shy around new people but when I got used
to them I started being really social and
started being myself.
I was scared to be left out just because I was
Asian and Covid-19 didn’t really help much; I
was that kid who was walking alone or sitting
alone so I could just say that I was afraid of
being lonely, but my primary bff was going to
the same school which made me feel more
better.

This term Ms Marsh
and the Politics
Project students
have been very busy!
Year 10 students
visited the Lowry
and participated in a
UK House of Lords
Communications
and Digital Select Committee roundtable
discussion with peers. Our students were confident, articulate
and a credit to the academy.
Additionally, they conducted a digital surgery with Phil Tresadern, an
ex-councillor for Salford Quays ward, discussing hard hitting topics
such as diversity, access to reliable information, reducing the voting
age to 16 years and what makes a good politician!

It’s really scary leaving your primary and
starting secondary with strangers and thinking
that the teacher would not comprehend me,
meaning understand (English skills, I know that
I am genius) but the teachers were amazing.
For example, they were kind and understood
what I am going through even though some
teachers were a little strict.
What made school like a paradise was awards,
e.g. achievement points, postcards (I felt so
proud getting my first postcard) and trips. I
am going to Blackpool at the end of this year!
There are awards if you over-reach and do
something beyond the expectations.
The first time I entered the classroom I was
really, really nervous and I didn’t pay attention
to my lessons because I thought it was boring,
so I didn’t really do best. But after I saw my
second report card I was like ‘’man, next time
I will get one of the best report card” so I
actually paid attention and it was totally worth
it. I know it is hard to keep up with everyone
(especially the writing in English) but now I can
write almost faster than anyone in my class
so you will get used to it and don’t worry,
everything will be fine.
Finally, tips; I know that when there is a
competition you want to enter you feel so shy
and think you cannot possibly win, but there is
always a hope, like when Pandora opened the
Box of Evil she still released tiny bit of hope, so
go for what you want and not think about what
everyone thinks and maybe you might even
win the competition. P.s. you should join after
school clubs because I joined like give different
clubs and took forever for me to find the club
that I want to go to, which is the journalism
club (the best club *dab*).

On Wednesday 2nd February, the
first round of the Debate Mate
competition took place. There
were two debates; in the first
round our team was on the
opposition and the proposition
was arguing that politicians’
lives should be made private.
Our team won that debate by a
close amount.
The second round we were the
proposition, and we were arguing that we
should get rid of all disciplinary measures in school.
We won that by quite a lot!
Sara Ciorasteanu, who participated in the competition, said they
enjoyed it and that they were looking forward to further debates.
If you would like to join Debate Mate it runs for all years in English 1
on Mondays after-school. There will be snacks and it’s great for social
skills, plus you don’t need to do the competition if you feel anxious.
Luke Moorhead

Black
LAWYERS
Matter
This term, students from
MediaCityUK and Cedar Mount
High featured on ITV’s Granada
Reports during a piece on the Black
Lawyers Matter initiative, in which
black and global majority students
receive mentoring, for which they
visited the University of Manchester.

Jungle
challenge
On Thursday 3rd February, a group of Year 7
students went on a trip for good attendance
and good behaviour. It was really exciting
and surprising to me because we went to the
Lowry and when I entered the area it felt like
a real jungle.
The whole thing was parkouring and there were
different tips, like in air, on ground and climbing
walls, of course.
We were separated into two groups and the
guides told us about the jungle challenge and
how it works; they gave us bracelets and there
were stars in the bushes and on the flowers. We
would need to find them and scan them with
our bracelets.
The first challenge was parkouring on ground.
It was bit hard, but I got through it. The second
one I found the hardest: climbing walls. This
is because there were gaps between and it
was really, really hard to get over them in my
opinion. The last one was in the air and we
needed to parkour over bridges in air and pass
obstacles.

I just wanted to say a big thank you to the
teachers who came with us and took their time
just to come with us. And a big thank you to Mr
McEvoy for everything.
Niki Kiani

Our

pasSiOns

This term, Journalism Club as also tasked themselves with writing about their passion,
short speeches which they then presented! We have selected a sample of their work below.

Mamede

Being passionate about something is important, as I am
passionate about my national football team of Portugal.
I had started to get supportive of it since the EURO 2020
and that had gotten me more interested in football. I find it
fascinating how we can use a fun sport to represent such a
beautiful country and that makes me feel proud about it. As I
love my country and love its culture, I think the importance of
it being known can become special.
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Art

Sena

I love art and drawing. When I draw something, I can show
my feelings and my thoughts with the lines and the shapes
of my pencil. And with that I can turn the image of my dreams
into a real image in my sketch book or my canvas. Sometimes
I can’t draw something, but when I draw it lots of times, I can
draw it more realistically and this teaches me not to give up.
It is important to other people to know about art because
drawing calms you down and makes you happy and,
like I said, it teaches you to not give up. Before you draw
something, you are planning it and when you are thinking it
makes your brain work. Also there are some jobs about art, for
example, architecture, which is my dream job.
I also have a passion for music, which is central to any culture.
Music is an indispensable passion. Music is sometimes the
communication of the people. It is the best thing ever when
you listen to music and then feel it. So many people think
listening to music is just a hobby but some types of music, for
example, classical music can make you smarter!
For me, my favourite type of music is pop music because I
really enjoy myself when I to listen pop and it makes me dance
or sing to feel the rhythm. People have different ideas and
feelings for some different types of music; some people love
hip hop and someone else might love rap so it is all different,
which is very good. The music is like a bridge to connect the
people, to connect to us.

Justice in action
This term, Year 10 have been writing and performing
speeches on issues they think need to be promoted
or changed to improve the world.

Sahar in Year 10 was practicing her speech in the hub
on the topic of Palestine and some of the hub members
heard her and there is now the Palestinian flag and other
flags outside school.
Well done to Sahar, for using your words to make a
real-life difference!

SHARE YOUR

ST O R Y
This term, we were super excited to
welcome the BBC into the academy as part
of #BBCShareyourstory, a great opportunity
for our students to hear some inspirational
stories from inspirational people!

CULTURE
This term, we celebrated the varied
cultural backgrounds of our students
on Culture Day!

DATES

Day

Students and staff alike were welcome to come into the
academy in cultural dress, which they had the chance to flaunt
during a student led assembly delivered to the whole academy!
It was a moving and
powerful testament to the
incredible diversity to be
found at Oasis Academy
MediaCityUK.

Upcoming
Date/Time

Event

5th September 2022

Academy re-opens

All years

14th October 2022

Inset Day

All years

21st October 2022

Last day of Half-Term 1

All years

31st November 2022

Beginning of Half-Term 2

All years

Year Group

Visit our website
For all the latest
academy events

www.oasisacademymediaci

tyuk.org

